Time is now to vote for your favorite Harbor Bridge Project logo

Are you interested in being a part of the historical Harbor Bridge Project? If so, you now have the chance to vote for your favorite logo to represent the project. The TxDOT-Corpus Christi District and Flatiron/Dragados, LLC (Project Developer) have teamed up to promote an online logo voting contest. Two logo concepts representing the Harbor Bridge Project are posted on the Project website, www.harborbridgeproject.com, for viewing and voting. The public will have the chance to view the two logos and then vote for their favorite one until Friday, October 7. The winning logo is scheduled to be announced the week of October 10. For more information and to vote for your favorite logo, visit www.harborbridgeproject.com.

Community members review bridge design features and offer feedback at first Project Design Charette

More than fifty community representatives reviewed a variety of bridge design elements at a Design Charette hosted by Flatiron/Dragados, LLC (Project Developer) and FIGG Aesthetics Design Team (Project Designer). The charette, held on September 22, was an interactive workshop where attendees voted on preferences regarding a number of aesthetic features such as pedestrian railing design and way finding sculptures. Attendees also reviewed a variety of bridge lighting features. A second charette will be scheduled within the next six months to gather additional feedback to assist designers with finalizing the overall Bridge Aesthetics Plan.

Del Mar students were given the opportunity to participate at the September 22 Design Charette held at the American Bank Center.

Lead FDLLC Traffic Engineer, Darrell Chambers discusses landscaping design concepts for the New Harbor Bridge with a member of the community.